Generally speaking Sociology books are found in the 300—306s in the Dewey Decimal numbering system. For instance, you will find books on social change in the 303.4s, population in 304s, racial and ethnic groups in the 305.8s, culture and institutions in the 306s, and sexual orientation in the 306.76s. Expect, however, to find pertinent information in any of the other Dewey categories as sociology covers most aspects of human endeavor.

Use Catapult, our online catalog, to locate books in the Omak or Wenatchee campus collection. Catapult is available from the Library Homepage at http://www.wvc.edu/Library/home/ and can be accessed from your home computer. In Catapult you can place a hold on a book to be sent to Omak if you find one held in the Wenatchee campus collection. Use WorldCat to locate books in other libraries. Interlibrary loan is available, fast, and easy.

Ebrary provides access to 40,000 e-books. It, too, can be accessed from your home computer.

NetLibrary provides access to over 3,000 e-books with public access.

BOOKS: Reference
The following Reference books may be helpful in your research. These represent materials on our shelves so be sure to check for other books of specific interest.

- Encyclopedia of human behavior. (R 150.3 ENCYCLO)
- Encyclopedia of sociology (R301.03 ENCYCLO)
- Encyclopedia of American social history (R 301.973 ENCYCLO)
- Violence in America (R 303.6097 VIOLENC)
- Facts about American immigration (R 304.873 BROWNST)
- Statistical handbook on racial groups in the United States (R 305.8 HEATON)
- Handbook of contemporary families: Considering the past, contemplating the future (R 306.8 COLEMAN)
- Handbook of world families (R 306.8 HANDBOO)
- Statistical abstract of the United States (R 317.3 STATIST)

BOOKS: Circulation
The following books represent our collection. There are sure to be others of interest, so be sure to consult Catapult, Ebrary, or browse the shelves.

Subject headings or keywords—use terms listed in published guides or textbooks to search Catapult or our on-line subscription databases. For example: child development, theories of child development, teenagers, nonverbal
communication, deviant behavior, crime and prisons, slavery, poverty, gender inequality, aging, race, ethnicity, education and children, Muslim women, population, globalization.

**Individuals and society**

- *Theories of human development* (155 GREEN)
- *Lives across cultures: Cross-cultural human development* (155.8 GARDINE)
- *Sociology for the 21st century* (301 CURRY 1999)
- *Babies by Design: The Ethics of Genetic Choice* (174.2 GREEN 2007)
- *The silent language* (301.243 HALL)
- *Dying to win: The strategic logic of suicide terrorism* (303.625 PAPE)
- *Armies of the young: Child soldiers in war and terrorism* (303.66 ROSEN)
- *Adolescent portraits: Identity, relationships, and challenges* (305.235 GARROD)
- *How I learned to snap: A small town coming-out and coming-of-age story* (305.235 READ)
- *The adolescent: Development, relationships, and culture* (305.235 RICE)
- *The world’s youth: Adolescence in eight regions of the globe* (305.235 WORLDS)
- *Aggression, antisocial behavior, and violence among girls: A developmental perspective* (305.2308 AGGRESS)
- *With this ring: divorce, intimacy, and cohabitation from a multicultural perspective* (306.81 WITH)
- *In God’s country: The Patriot Movement and the Pacific Northwest* (322.4209 NEIWERT)
- *Cruel and unusual punishment: rights and liberties under the law* (345.7307 MELUSKY)
- *Suicide, a study in sociology* (362.2 DURKEI)
- *Six billion plus: World population in the twenty-first century* (363.9 NEWBOLD)

**Construction of Self and Society**

- *Reinventing the melting pot: The new immigrants and what it means to be American* (304.873 REINVEN)
- *There are no children here: The story of two boys growing up in the other America* (305.23 KOTLOWI)
- *Girls on the edge: The four factors driving the new crisis for girls: sexual identity, the cyberbubble, obsessions, environmental toxins* (305.2308 SAX)
- *Boys adrift: The five factors driving the growing epidemic of unmotivated boys and underachieving young men* (305.242 SAX)
- *Same difference: How gender myths are hurting our relationships, our children, and our jobs* (305.3 BARNETT)
Why gender matters: What parents and teachers need to know about the emerging science of sex differences (305.3 SAX)
Neither man nor woman: The Hijras of India (305.3095 NANDA)
The myth of male power (305.32 FARRELL)
With this ring: Divorce, intimacy, and cohabitation from a multicultural perspective (306.81 WITH)
History of marriage systems (306.8109 QUALE)
The spirit and the flesh: Sexual diversity in American Indian culture (306.76 WILLIAMS)
The myth of monogamy: Fidelity and infidelity in animals and people (306.736 BARASH)
Coming to America: A history of immigration and ethnicity in American life (305.8009 DANIELS)
The sexual trafficking in children: An investigation of the child sex trade (306.7408 CAMPAGN)
Race & family: A structural approach (306.8508 COLES)
Marriage-go-round: The state of marriage and the family in America today (306.8509 CHERLIN)
The way we really are: Coming to terms with America’s changing families (305.8509 COONTZ)
Families in Eastern Europe (306.8509 FAMILIE)
Domestic revolutions: A social history of American family life (306.8509 MINTZ)
Future of the family (306.8509 MOYNIHA)
Gay and lesbian parents (306.874 GAY)
Parent-youth relations: Cultural and cross-cultural perspectives (306.874 PARENT)
Step parenting and the blended family: Recognizing the problems and overcoming the obstacles (306.874 WOODING)
Single by chance, mothers by choice: How women are choosing parenthood without marriage and creating the new American family (306.8743 HERTZ)
For better or for worse: Divorce reconsidered (306.89 HETHERI)
Divorce, family structure, and the academic success of children (306.89 JEYNES)
Growing up with divorce: Helping your child avoid immediate and later emotional problems (306.89 KALTER)
Love they lost: Living with the legacy of our parents’ divorce (306.89 STAAL)
Unexpected legacy of divorce: A 25-year landmark study (306.89 WALLERS)
What about the kids?: Raising your children before, during, and after divorce (306.89 WALLERS)
Data and research on human trafficking: A global survey (323 DATA)
Debating American immigration, 1882-present (325.73 DANIELS)
Global woman: Nannies, maids, and sex workers in the new economy (331.4816 GLOBAL)
The globalization gap: How the rich get richer and the poor get left further behind (337 ISAAK 2005)
Western welfare in decline: Globalization and women’s poverty (361.65 WESTERN)
Worlds apart: Why poverty persists in rural America (362.5097 DUNCAN)
Keeping women and children last: America’s war on the poor (362.5097 SIDEL)
Substance abuse: A global view (362.29 SUBSTAN)
Why our drug laws have failed and what we can do about it: A judicial indictment of the War on Drugs (362.2916 GRAY)
American meth: A history of the methamphetamine epidemic in America (362.299 BRASWEL)
Child abuse: A global view (362.76 ABUSE)
Wounded innocents and fallen angels: Child abuse and child aggression (362.76 MOFFATT)
Violence against children in the family and the community (362.76 VIOLENC)
Violent family: Victimization of women, children and elders (362.82 VIOLENT)
Family violence across the lifespan: An introduction (362.8292 BARNETT)
Current controversies on family violence (362.8292 CURRENT)
Political economy of narcotics: Production, consumption and global markets (363.45 BUXTON)
The stork and the plow: The equity answer to the human dilemma (363.91 EHR莉C)
Base instincts: What makes killers kill? (364.1523 PINCUS)
Endangered children: Neonaticide, infanticide and filicide (364.1523 SCHWART)
Legalizing drugs (364.177 LEGALIZ)
Teen violence: A global view (364.36 TEEN)
American youth violence (364.3609 Zimring)
Children who murder: A psychological perspective (364.3609 HECKEL)
The cultural lives of capital punishment (364.66 CULTURA)
Looks: Why they matter more than you ever imagined (391.6 PATZER)
Wedding ceremonies (392.5 BALDIZZ)
Marriage customs of the world: From henna to honeymoons (392.5 MONGER)
Weddings dating & love customs of cultures worldwide (392.5 MORDECA)
A cross-cultural look at death, dying, and religion (393 CROSS)

Death and bereavement across cultures (393 DEATH)
Death, mourning, and burial: A cross-cultural reader (393 DEATH)
International handbook of funeral customs (393 MATSUM)
Remember me: A lively tour of the new American way of death (393.9 CULLEN)

Social Structure, Institutions, and Everyday Life
I’m chocolate, you’re vanilla: Raising healthy black and biracial children in a race conscious world (155.82 WRIGHT)
Children in the digital age: Influences of electronic media on development (302.2308 CHILDRE)
Structured inequality in the United States: Critical discussions on the continuing significance of race, ethnicity, and gender (305 AQUIRRE)
Unequal childhoods: Class, race, and family life (305.23 LAREAU)
Coming to America: A history of immigration and ethnicity in American life (305.8009 DANIELS)
Culture of intolerance: Chauvinism, class, and racism in the United States (305.8009 COHEN)
Strangers to these shores: Race and ethnic relations in the United States (305.8009 PARRILL)
Not for sale: The return of the global slave trade—and how we can fight it (306.362 BATSTON)
Crime so monstrous: Face-to-face with modern-day slavery (306.362 SKINNER)
Child soldiers: The role of children in armed conflict (303.6608 COHN)
Vested interest: Cross dressing and cultural anxiety (306.76 GARBER)
Bisexual politics, queries, and visions (306.765 BISEXUA)
The seven principles for making marriage work (306.81 GOTTMAN)
Marriage, a history: From obedience to intimacy or how love conquered marriage (306.8109 COONTZ)
The way we really are: Coming to terms with America’s changing families (306.8509 COONTZ)
Families in Eastern Europe (306.8509 FAMILIE)
The future of the family (306.8509 MOYNIHA)
Making babies, making families (306.8509 SHANLEY)
Children in changing families: Life after parental separation (306.874 PRYOR)
Single by chance, mothers by choice (306.8743 HERTZ)
Teenage pregnancy: A global view (306.8743 TEENAGE)
The unexpected legacy of divorce: The 25 year landmark study (306.89 WALLERS)
Debating American immigration, 1882-present (325.73 DANIELS)
Guarding the golden door: American immigration policy and immigrants since 1882 (325.73 DANIELS)
Illegal immigration (325.73 ILLEGAL)
The immigration time bomb: The fragmenting of America (325.73 LAMM)
Child labor: A global view (331.31 CHILD)
Feeding a world population of more than eight billion people: A challenge to science (338.19 FEEDING)
Same-sex marriage and the Constitution (346.7301 GERSTMA)
Six billion plus: World population in the twenty-first century (363.9 NEWBOLD)
Living hungry in America (363.883 BROWN)
The sexual trafficking in children: An investigation of the child sex trade (364.153CAMPAGN)
Sex trafficking: The global market in women and children (364.153 FARR)
Sexual enslavement of girls and women worldwide (364.153 PARROT)
Failing at fairness: How our schools cheat girls (370.1934 SADKER)
Looks: Why they matter more than you ever imagined (391.6 PATZER)
Female genital mutilation: Legal, cultural, and medical issues (392.1409 SKAINE)
The perfect baby: Parenthood in the new world of cloning and genetics (613.94 MCGEE)

Periodicals: Academic OneFile and ProQuest Research Library, available from home and school computers, include many full-text magazines and journals in the field of sociology. A few are:

CQ Researcher, available from college and home computers, provides excellent articles (30+ pages) covering various sociology topics. You can access CQ Researcher from the library homepage under Reference Information.

Opposing Viewpoints, available from college and home computers, provides multiple perspectives on controversial topics and includes articles from journals, magazines, and other sources.

Internet References:
Librarians or subject experts developed the following directories and the websites they suggest are considered reliable. Most textbooks now include lists of reliable web sources so be sure to check your text, and the Annual Editions in the Reserve section are a rich source for reliable websites listings.

- Librarian’s Index to the Internet (http://lii.org). Select Society & Social Science. Choose one of the topics listed.
- O’Keefe Library Best Information on the Net (http://library.sau.edu/bestinfo/). Click on Resources by Major>Sociology.
- WWW Virtual Library Social Science pages (http://vlib.org/SocialSciences). Choose a topic of interest.
The following individual sites could prove useful. Web addresses changes and/or vanish, so be sure to search for the title of the web site if it is not brought up by the address.

- Bureau of Justice Statistics (http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/) links to excellent criminal justice statistics.
- Forced Migration Online: A World of Information on Human Displacement (http://www.forcedmigration.org/) offers access to information about peoples “displaced by either conflict or natural disaster.”
- Glbtq: Encyclopedia of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Culture (http://www.glbtq.com) has alphabetical and subject indexes that help to find related entries.
- Gender and Development (http://web.worldbank.org/WEBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTGENDER/0,,menuPK:336874~pagePK:149018~piPK:149093~theSitePK:336868,00.html) is a World Bank website and offers access to information regarding World Bank actions relating to gender issues.
- PsychNet/American Psychological Association (http://www.apa.org/topics/index.aspx) provides links papers on various psychology topics.
- Women’s Studies/Women’s Issues Resource Site (http://research.umbc.edu/~korenman/wmst/links.html) presents an acclaimed list of over 700 websites relating to women’s studies.